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A. to retrieve CIs from the UCMDB, based on criteria
B. to support the Modeling Studio Interface APIs
C. to select schemas of the UCMDB without using SQL tools
D. to create triggers and impact analysis

Answer: A

QUESTION: 57
Click the Exhibit button.

What can you create within the editor (shown in the exhibit) in the Modeling Studio?

A. pattern views, perspectives, perspective-based views, and template-based views
B. pattern views, templates, template-based views, and perspectives
C. pattern views only
D. templates and template-based views only
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Answer: B

QUESTION: 58
What does the CI Selector search tool allow you to do?

A. search CIs, CI Types, and relationships
B. select a specific Configuration Item
C. browse and search views using conditional searches
D. search CIs by name and/or type, and create conditional searches

Answer: D

QUESTION: 59
What are the main steps you take to create a custom report?

A. Select the report type and specify the required parameters.
B. Select the view type and specify the required view parameters.
C. Create a new TQL and create a new report, based on TQL.
D. Create a template-based view and apply it to the new report.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 60
You want to add a new CI to the view in the topology view. Which action(s) can you
take?

A. insert view and insert related CI
B. insert CI and insert related CI
C. insert view only
D. insert CI and insert view

Answer: B

QUESTION: 61
What do template-based views allow you to do?

A. Generate a set of static graphical views from a specified template.
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B. Build multiple views with the same settings without having to re-enter the parameter
information.
C. Build multiple views with different settings and the same structure without having to
modify the relationships.
D. Navigate through all views of the UCMDB by applying different templates.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 62
What does the topology map sidebar enable you to do?

A. Modify icons, text, and graphics of the displayed CIs.
B. Modify the layout and the graphical view of elements.
C. Display a set of views in a unique graph.
D. Change the parent-child and grouping relationships.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 63
Where should you edit the attribute value of a CI?

A. on the Topology Map page of IT Universe Manager
B. on the Topology Map page of Modeling Studio
C. on the Properties page of IT Universe Manager
D. on the Properties page of CI Type Manager

Answer: C
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